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Talk Overview   

UNAVCO, a non-profit membership-governed consortium, 
facilitates geoscience research and education using geodesy. 

168 UNAVCO Members and Associate Members around the globe. 



Geodesy in the 21st Century 



Instrumentation on the ground   
Infrastructure considerations for any ground observing system 

•  Location, location , location 
  Scientific constraints 
  Technical constraints 
  Logistics 
  Site Security 
  Political constraints 
  Geologic, Biologic, Atmospheric conditions 

•  Permissions 
•  Power 
•  Communications 
•  Cost to install, operate and maintain 
•  Collaborations (scientific, local, commercial) 

Shared UNAVCO NASA GPS and IRIS Seismic compound in Uganda 





UNAVCO’s Focus on Africa 

Workshops and Training 

•  Focus on Africa: Trieste Advanced Workshop on tectonic and volcanic 
deformation in East Africa , 2009. Working with the International Centre for 
Theoretical Physics. 

•  Participation in the African Geodetic Reference Frame group (AFREF) 
•  US-Africa Workshop on Expanding the AfricaArray Network to Support 

Multidisciplinary Science in Africa, June 2-4, 2010, Howard University, 
Washington D.C. 

•  AfricaArray workshop in R. S. Africa, including GAMIT GPS training class 

PI and Community GPS project support 

•  East African Rift 
•  AfricaArray (MRI with Penn State U. Witwatersrand, and the Council for 

Geoscience ) 
•  Benin – Millennium Challenge 
•  North Africa 

Global Networks 

•  International GNSS Service 
•  NASA Global GNSS Network -> 



From Deep Earth Structure to Global 
Change Research: Advancing STEM 
Partnerships Through AfricaArray�
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   �AfricaArray - PIRE Model 
   3Strengthen international collaboration at every level - from 

undergrads through senior scientists> 

•� Research  
•� Undergraduate education and diversity in the geosciences 
•� Graduate education 
•� Faculty  
•� Funding 

•� Model has been expanded to create a multifaceted project 
•� Sense of the project accomplishments  
•� Science results 
•� Enhancing diversity in the geosciences 
•� Making AfricaArray interdisciplinary A going beyond PIRE 



Some Numbers+. 

!� Funding: (>$10M + ~$4M in-kind support) 
"� GovCt - NSF ($5.7M), DOE ($561K), NRF ($1.5M), DME ($300K), Belgium 

GovCt ($150K), PSU ($1.2M), UT ($100K), in-kind support from many African 
govCt agencies  

"� Industry - ($1M + in-kind support) 
!� Education: 

"� In Africa: 50 B.Sc. honors, 17 M.S., 9 Ph.D., 2 Postdocs 
"� In U.S.: 40 Undergrads; 7 M.S., 4 Ph.D., 6 Postdocs.  

!� Networks 
"� 39 permanent recording stations in 15 countries ^ E, S, W Africa 
"� Several temporary networks 

!� Partners:  
"� Universities in Africa 15  
"� Universities in US, Europe, and Australia 14 
"� GovCt organizations in Africa 17  
"� GovCt organizations outside Africa 8 
"� companies 19 
"� Academic and industry societies 6 

!� Refereed journal publications-35; Submitted & in prep-10; Other publications-15 



   PIRE Research 

Address a first-order science problem that cannot be solved without strong 
intellectual collaboration and partnership with foreign scientists 

8What is the structure and origin of the African Superplume?< 

Grand, 2002 



Ghana�
Zambia�Permanent Stations 

1960’s 

1970’s 



  Undergraduate Education and Diversity 
!� Engage undergrads in research in Africa      

"� Summer geophysics field program for undergrads from Physics, 
Math, Engineering and Earth Science Depts at MSIs 
!� 8 weeks; 3 at PSU-3 in S. Africa -2 at PSU 
!� Students participate in a geophysics field course run by Wits 

"� Expanded program I 6 MSI partners, 3 field courses, scholarships 
etc. (NSF and industry support) 



13 June – 4 July 2010 

International Geophysics Field  
School 



PIRE 



� �   �Making AfricaArray interdisciplinary  

!� Interests from a broad range of scientists working in 
Africa 
"� geodesy, hydrology, climate science, atmos. chemistry, space weather 
"� Types of observations: standard met, CGPS, aerosols, gas flux, soil 

moisture, radar 
"� Need for data driven by global change research 

!� Interests from the founding partners 
"� PSU: Climate modeling, atmospheric chemistry, human dimensions of 

global change 
"� Wits: AA as a core element in a new Global Change Inst. 
"� CGS: Providing Earth observations for Africa 

!� Interests from other partners 



Europe + USA + Japan+ 
China +  = 8,000+ 

continuous GPS 

http://www.gpsworld.com/gnss-
system/expert-advice-reference-
frame-africa-4250 

Publicly available GPS data 

Courtesy G. Blewitt, H.P. Plag (Univ. 
Nevada, Reno) 



AfricaArray Network 

"� 39 stations 
"� 15 countries 
"� Continuous recording 
"� Data retrieval: 

8� S. Africa - real-time 
using cell modems  

8� Elsewhere - monthly 





Zambia�

Adding GPS and Automated Weather Stations to 
the Network 7 NSF supported (MRI, EAR) 

Botswana�





                        PIRE & what makes it different? 

!� Partnerships!!! 
"� Motivation to develop sustainable research and 

education partnerships 
"� Develop funding outside of PIRE & leveraging! 

!� Results: 
"� Initial PIRE partnerships have led to AorganicB 

growth of the network far beyond what was 
proposed 

"� Partnerships have led to an expansion of the 
research program, education program and funding 
base far beyond what was envisioned! 

         



Transformative ? 

(perhaps inspirational?) 

!� Science 6 Possibly? Hopefully? 
"� Moving beyond a kinematic theory (Plate Tectonics) to a 

dynamic theory of how the planet works.  

!� Catalyzing change by example 
"� Seismology Community - IRIS  

!� Through partnerships with scientists in less developed countries, 
world-class research and education programs can be established 
and maintained that are mutually beneficial 



Summary 

Summary: How to expand the AfricaArray model to 
catalyze more US-Africa interdisciplinary 

science work.    

1. Build capacity – an AfricaArray success. 
Strengthening international collaboration at every 
level - from undergraduates to senior scientists.  

2. Collaboratively tackle logistical and technical 
aspects of working in Africa: location, getting 
around, security of instrumentation, scarcity of 
internet (either none or inadequate bandwidth), 
reduce cost of communications options, maintain 
communications with collaborators, work with 
African organizations such as AFREF, and other 
African institutions, universities and agencies. 

3. UNAVCO's role in Africa (PI projects, NASA GGN, 
IGS, training (e.g. GAMIT classes), workshops 
(ICTP), and new opportunities 

4. Take advantages of inherent multidisciplinary 
applications of GPS (solid earth, hydrology, 
atmosphere, ionosphere, surveying with realtime 
GPS) 



Summary 

Summary Cont.: How to expand the AfricaArray 
model to catalyze more US-Africa 

interdisciplinary science work.    

5. Take advantage of collocation of observing systems 
to share infrastructural costs (GPS, Seismic, 
Meteorological).  

6. Collocation also serves interdisciplinary science. 
7. Sustainability through collaboration with African 

researchers, surveying communities and 
multiagency support in the US and elsewhere. 

8. Compile a simple list of observation locations and 
instrumentation in Africa. Who is doing what, where 
and with whom? (Not easy!). 

9. Once researchers have access to internet develop 
Cyberinfrastructure for access to data, data 
products, processing and analysis tools, training, 
and collaboration 

10. Critical - Promote Open Data policy and culture of 
sharing. 


